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Here’s
Looking At
You...
Fashion for us at In Icons We Trust is a passion that goes
beyond trends and the fads of the moment. It is an attitude, a way of looking at the world through a sincere respect for nice clothes with exquisite details, accessories
with amazing craftsmanship and outfits that simply speak
volumes. We collected some of our favorite moments of
the season, together with some fresh ideas on ties, shoes

and coats, watches, pocket squares –all those important
little things that make our life better– and we present you
with this, our labor of love. This is the first of a series that
will come out every season, to embody the spirit of our
website, giving it a new existence made of paper and ink
that will stay with you on your sartorial journey, as you
navigate stylishly through the season.

Harris Davlas
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editor’s picks
What is hot right now, through our eyes
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Best Bet
From coats to watches and from bags to suits, these are
our season’s favorites.
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The symbol through a visionaire’s eyes
For its annual “Holiday Collector” edition, LACOSTE takes us on an unusual journey, an idea
that came about after Felipe Oliveira Baptista met Jean-Paul Goude.
The LACOSTE crocodile is seen
through the eyes of Jean-Paul Goude
–the imaginary Africa of his childhood, his love of dance and his infatuation with the Bauhaus.
Dressed-up and sophisticated, two
parading saurians, straight out
of Jean-Paul Goude’s imaginary
world, are embroidered upon the
items of a capsule collection comprised of men’s, women’s and children’s polo shirts, as well as a tote
bag, a clutch and a limited edition
bomber jacket.

THE POLO SHIRTS
The short or long-sleeved heavy cotton piqué polo shirt for men and
women comes in 5 classic and timeless colors: white, navy, mottled grey,
green or red. A children’s shortsleeved polo shirt is also available in
mottled grey and navy.
THE BAGS
One of the 2 graphics that characterize this edition is embroidered on the
navy, small leather piqué of both a tote
and a clutch from the “Chantaco” line.
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THE LIMITED EDITION
BOMBER JACKET
Available for both men and women, this heavy cotton piqué jacket,
halfway between a bomber and a
sukajan jacket, stands out with its
polo-inspired collar. Embroidered
with one of the 2 remastered crocodiles on the back, this lightly quilted
bomber jacket comes in navy or red
and black.

You can find the collection in all
LACOSTE stores worldwide.

NEW ENTRY

Reawaken
the senses
with “Boss
the scent”
Seduction has become
too easy, too available
in our post-modern
world: Instant visual
gratification obtainable
without any effort.
HUGO BOSS believes in a different type of seduction. Slow, steady,
tense with anticipation, the BOSS
way of seduction is an art, which
finds a perfect balance between
confidence and nonchalance. Tapping into what women really want,
it is a masterful orchestration of all
the senses. It lasts and is not easily
forgotten.
The BOSS man has a presence that
delivers seduction in his own unique
way. He knows that a whisper can
be louder than a shout. Seduction
as he plays it is slow, passionate,
refined — an experience to be
savoured and returned to time after
time; engaging all five senses rather than merely one.

The face of BOSS THE SCENT is the charismatic Hollywood actor, Theo
James, known for starring in the dystopian sci-fi blockbusters, the Divergent
series, and for making an unforgettable impression in Downton Abbey.

FALCONERI

REFLECTIONS
OF THE SNOW
For Fall/Winter 2016/17
Falconeri continues its
affinity with nature, using the
compelling, unspoilt Dolomites
region as the setting for the
new marketing campaign. Of
course, natural yarns remain
centre stage. A warm, sensual
and enveloping embrace, with
the majestic powerful beauty
of the Italian mountains
epitomizing the essence of the
striking, distinctive collection.
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PEPE JEANS
You wanted boots
but didn’t want to
settle with a pair that
looks like your are
about to hike?
Here’s the answer.

HOGAN
Taking sneakers to
another level since
the beginning, these
Italians have us at
hello yet again.

season’s
TOMMY HILFIGER
This season’s coats from the
masters of American chic are
simply divine in their military
coolness and simple elegance.

SWATCH
What do you get
a guy who has
everything? A fun
watch in a special
edition X-mass box!

HACKETT
You know you deserve it. This holiday
season, take a break from the norm and
travel with style…
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MOLTON BROWN
We are suckers for that
distinctive festive scent
some houses have, so
we chose this holiday
edition candle to fill
the air around us.

PEPE JEANS
Worn out, a bit
rough and sexy.
Did we just describe
the perfect pair of
jeans? Wait till you
try them on…

best

IT WAS
NOT EASY
BUT WE DID
IT. THESE
ARE OUR
FAVORITE
FETISHES
OF THE
SEASON!

FALCONERI
It’s soft, it’s gray and
it has that extra little
touch of color you
need to play with
different styles and
outfits.

HACKETT
Red or dead! This
fine leather case will
never let you leave
the house without
your cigars, while you
are running from one
party to another. You
can offer anyone a
smoke but never let
them hold on to your
case for long, or you
might lose it.

TAG HEUER MONZA
Your chronograph has
the right to look uber
professional, even if
it only roams the city
streets.

HUGO BOSS
This is the closest
thing a man can have
to a purse and, be
sure; no one is going
to mistake it for a
girl’s accessory.
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LACOSTE
That special someone
wants to buy you a gift,
something that will give
you a warm embrace
to remind you of their
affection, during the
cold winter months. You,
however, want to look
good when you are
warm and protected.
Yes, this Lacoste
sweater is the perfect
combination of the two.
DIPLOMATICO
A rum that tops every rum we
have ever tasted, Diplomatico
Reserva Exclusiva is a
delicious elixir that loves to
mingle with juices and syrups,
hanging out in hip bars of the
city center. Where it excels,
however, is when it is treated
as a fine blend to be enjoyed
by passionate connoisseurs in
its perfect simplicity.

TOMMY HILFIGER
It’s time you invested
in a lovely blue suit
that you will perfectly
match with black or
brown, making this
season’s statement.
Go ahead, splurge
some more and buy
that crisp Tommy shirt
with the best collar you
can leave without the
company of a tie…

JIM FRAMES
Do you wear your sunglasses at night or are
you a night owl that needs a cover when you
rush off to work the next morning? Whatever
the case might be, with this tortoise pair from
Jim Frames, no one will have time to notice the
rest of your face.
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BEGG & CO CASHMERE SCARF
Begg & Co calls its Kishorn scarf the
“epitome of understated luxury”, and it’s
easy to see why. In timeless navy, it’s
been spun in the label’s Scottish mill from
incredibly soft cashmere that’s washed for
a time-worn look.

TOM TAILOR
You think you are
too young to wear a
cardigan? This Tom
Taylor number can
take the place of your
blazers at any given
moment, offering a
touch of relaxed cool
that exudes Cary Grant
at his best. Changed
your mind, yet?

HACKETT
For the smooth
operator that knows no
boundaries, this suit is
the epitome of party
chic, as it can stay in
place at dinner parties
but also give it a twist
or two on the dance
floor, when the DJ
decides to pump up the
volume just enough for
all the right moves to
come out blazing.

GUCCI
You work hard. You pay the bills. Of
course you should treat yourself to an
iconic Gucci bag. But, since you are a
man of the here and now, we expect you
to chose one from their latest collection
that plays on the fine line between
classic and contemporary. You will never
regret this buy; in a few years it will
have become a rare vintage.

OMEGA
Time is always on your
side when you have the
self-respect to invest in the
best watch your money can
buy. This OMEGA piece will
take you smoothly through
all the stages of your life,
until you decide that its
fate is to become your
family heritage.
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fall/winter 2016-17

trend

CESARE PACCIOTI,
www.kalogirou.com

Decoding this season’s musts with a touch of personal style.

TOMMY HILFIGER
RALPH LAUREN

RALPH LAUREN

report
THIS WILL BE A YEAR OF CASUAL LUXURY, FULL OF NOTABLE DETAILS
AND INTERESTING TWISTS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR OUTFITS STAND
OUT WITH ATTITUDE.
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AUDEMARS PIGUET
SUITSUPPLY

GUCCI

PHOTOGRAPHY: STEFANOS PAPADOPOULOS

Men’s fashion is always practical
and to the point, however there
are many among us who claim they
need more inspiration, freedom
and playfulness when they look for
new items for their wardrobe. This
season will now put an end to your
quest for sartorial variety: Basic
pieces and accessories are being
reintroduced, some new classics
have come to stay and some really old, rather vintage numbers are
making a fierce, contemporary and
bold appearance. We chose to take
a closer look at our favorites and
share them with you. So, gents, this
is it, enjoy the ride!
PARKA OVERCOATS
It wouldn’t be a Fall/Winter report
without an in depth mention of the
hottest overcoat of the season.
When you choose this year’s parka,
take inspiration from Mick Jagger
and his cool student elegance back
in the 1960’s. You need a soft, comfortable piece that will not be too
big but rather stay in shape and follow your movement. The season is
filled with great, bright orange and
green pieces, but we suggest sticking with basic colors such as dark
gray, khaki or camel -the most popular color in this years shows- that
will give your look a classic appeal.
CABLE KNIT SWEATERS
Think “Irish fisherman meets Italian chap” and you have this year’s
version of the most stylish sweater
there is. Turning its back on the

chunky version we saw last year, in
much softer colors and lighter knitting, the season’s cable knit sweater can easily be worn with nice suit
trousers and chunky brogues, leaving the jeans and boots combo just
for weekends.
MADE-TO-MEASURE SUITS
Tailoring may remind you of the olden days but some golden rules are
always modern. And one rule you
have to follow this year is to treat
yourself to a nice, made-to-measure
suit. Choose the fabric, style and fit
and let yourself be the owner of a
fantastic, personal design that will
stand proud in your wardrobe for
years to come.
PLAID
When Eddie Redmayne showed up
in a plaid suit last year, we knew
something was about to happen in
men’s fashion. This year’s catwalks
simply confirmed the rumors and
made the plaid a staple for 2017.
The pattern that has been graced
by so many in the past, from royalty to entertainers and businessmen
around the world, was originally
developed as uniform for Scottish
groundskeepers, but it received
mainstream popularity when the ultimate style icon, the Duke of Windsor, started using it as a public
attire. The impact was so powerful
that it was named “Prince of Wales
check”. Of course you needn’t be a
prince to wear it, even though you
will look like one in it.
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TWO-TONE SHOES
Our affinity for these guys is endless. They bring a Great Gatsby appeal to even the simplest of outfits
and they offer their playful attitude
to the strictest of suits. Thankfully,
2017 is filled with two-tone magic,
playing with different materials and
their interesting combinations (denim with leather), as well as newly
introduced styles, like buckle shoes
or low boots.
GOLD WATCHES
Your father told you way back when
you were a rebellious youngster, but
of course you never listened to him
anyway. Somehow you always knew
he had a point, and -like with so
many other things- time proved him
right. So, 2017 will be the year you
crawl back to him for mercy, if that
is what it takes for you to borrow
his thin, gold watch. If, however,
he has kept you to your promise to
never wear gold, mind him not. Just
go ahead and make that serious investment you have been promising
yourself and buy the timepiece that
you will get to blackmail someone
else with. What comes around, etc.
DOUBLE-BREASTED JACKETS
Never out of style, always present,
this is finally the year that the DB will
bloom in full, showing up in all your
favorite suits, from tailored pieces to
casual work jackets. It even graces
this year’s knitted cartigans, giving
you the benefit of a well put together
outfit even at your most relaxed...

HOGAN

Overcoat by
Tom Tailor.

TOMMY HILFIGER

Black Calf Leather Classic
Lace-ups Shoes by Maison
Margiela, Available at
www.luisaworld.com.
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finishing touches
No matter how well you dress, the last things you put on
are the first that count.

head
HACKETT

to
TOM TAILOR

PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

toe
A MAN IS HALF DRESSED IF HE DOESN’T PAY UTMOST ATTENTION
TO HIS SHOES AND COAT. AFTER ALL, THESE ARE SOMETIMES YOUR
ONLY CHANCE TO MAKE THE RIGHT FIRST IMPRESSION.
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LACOSTE

finishing touches

LA MARTINA

PEPE JEANS

HACKETT

GANT

There used to be rules about this
sort of thing. Rules that made your
life easier and dressing up a done
deal. Boots look good with leather
biker jackets, buckle shoes do not
match flying jackets or parkas. Well,
sorry to break it to you, but these
rules do not apply anymore. And
ever since we have been given the
freedom to mix and match as we
please, finding the best combination of overcoats and shoes comes
with great responsibility. Some ideas,
to make your life easier and help

you overcome your shyness to face
and dare bold combinations, are as
follow:
• Lace-up boots look great with ¾
length coats in straight lines. Drop
the boot-bomber jacket duo and you
will see your whole wardrobe in a
new perspective.
• Yes, your biker jacket can live
without sneakers. Try fixing it up
with a pair of brogues or buckle
shoes and you got yourself a winner, especially if you dare to go
barefoot!
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• This season, parkas tend to take
us back to the romantic pre-hippie
era and they look fantastic with
a pair of dark colored, suede
sneakers.
• Color coordination is not necessary. If, however, you are a sucker
for top to toe uniformity, this year
consider camel to be your playground.
• Remember, it’s cold outside and
your overcoat will probably get
more face time than your outfits so
never, ever underestimate it!

PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

TOMMY HILFIGER

Wool Bomber
by Lacoste,
Available
at Lacoste
Boutiques.
Pullover by
The Bostonians,
Available at
The Bostonians
Boutique, The
Mall Athens.
Comet Regular
Jeans By Barbour,
Available at
Notos Exclusive.
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Cotton Shirt
& Silk Knitted
Tie by The
Bostonians,
Available at
The Bostonians
Boutique, The
Mall Athens.
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perfect detail
The styles, the trends and the new ways around
our favorite accessory.

all
tied up
WIDE OR THIN, A TIE IS ALWAYS A TIE. SHOULD YOU
FOLLOW THE CHANGING FASHIONS OR SHOULD YOU
JUST NOT GIVE A DAMN?

1

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION was
the catalyst that led to the necktie, as we know it today. “White
collar” workers of the day needed a way to be well dressed, so
they tied a knot at the throat with
two ends of fabric trailing down.
If you are curious about why tie
fabric is cut diagonally, learn this:
In the 1920s, Jesse Langsdorf, a
New York tie maker, cut the fabric at a forty-five degree angle.
This allowed the tie, when tied in
standard knots, to drape evenly
without twisting, and gave us the
modern look we are familiar with.
Since then, the years have seen
the tie change styles, fabrics and
width, depending on the fashion
of the moment.

2

This past October, a big name in
men’s fashion released a catalogue
with a simple phrase that stirred
things up, hitting a major fashion
nerve: “We widened our ties by ¼” to
keep up with today’s changing proportions,” they stated. It was such
a loaded phrase that Bloomberg
posted a story called, “Sorry Hipsters, the Skinny Tie is Over.” Ties
had begun to get thinner and thinner, as we saw the rise of the skinny
hipster. But, should this archetypical
accessory follow trends or should
it rather be left to the beholder’s
own devices? One rule of thumb is
to simply follow your body type and
adjust according to proportion. No
trend looks better than the one that
suits you perfectly.
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3

Now that you got your history lesson
round up, let’s talk accessories. What
should accompany a tie, and how?
Well, IIWT loves cuff links and hates
matching styles. Why not wear a redhot pair to match your black tie? The
only thing we find inexcusable is the
use of cartoon figures or “ironic” cuff
links. If you want to say something
about yourself, don’t let your tiniest
accessory say it for you. You have a
voice, use it. Now, regarding pocket squares, check out our extended
analysis a few pages latter, and also
have in mind that you should never
buy the one according to the other.
Let your ties and squares follow their
own stylistic roads and then see how
they can play with each other to deliver the max.

“Seamaster Aqua Terra
150M Collection”, by
OMEGA (Co-Axial GMT,
Chronograph 43 MM,
18KRed Gold), Available
at OMEGA BOUTIQUE,
Voukourestiou 2, Athens.
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watch out
Decoding the ultimate accessory, one stylish beat at a time.

time
traveler

WE TEND TO TALK SO MUCH ABOUT WATCHES, THE NUMBER ONE MALE STYLE FETISH,
THAT WE FORGET BASIC STUFF, LIKE WHICH ONES TO BUY.
You have a great, classic one, slim
and beautiful, that belonged to your
father. A light, playful one that you’ve
carried next to your heart since your
college days. And a heavy, fashionable gent, a present bought for you
but not by you, for your graduation/
anniversary/wedding. But are you
sure you’ve got things covered?
What are the timepieces you have
to own in order to have a complete
collection?
Why wear a watch in the first place,
you say? Well, if you are happy checking out the time on your phone, and

you think a watch is only a means of
counting the minutes, let us not make
you waste one more on this page.
You are gladly welcomed to continue browsing the magazine, unless
you take timepieces seriously. Ok, we
see we got your attention, we knew
you weren’t that sort of a person. So,
starting things off:
• First of all, you need a heavy-duty metal diving watch in silver, the
one that makes that all too familiar
sound when left on the side table,
before you switch off the lights.
• A slim, gold watch with leather
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straps, the style that looks absolutely fantastic with everything. But remember, sophistication needs some
looking after; they don’t call this
type a “dress watch” for nothing.
• Well, for more casual affairs, you
can always lean back on an automatic timepiece with simple design and rubber details. This is the
watch you want to wear when you
want to forget you are wearing a
watch.
• As for which one you decide to
hand down to the next generation, it
is, literally, in your own hands.

square

Right after the turn of the Millennium, hipsters and dandies embraced
an old classic that has thus seen
a major comeback in the modern
man’s style uniform: The pocket
square, it seems, is here to stay.
The detail that separates elegant
men from slouchers comes in all
shapes and forms. Well-informed
wardrobes have more than five different styles, fabrics and prints to

play with and update any suit.
Many of you already own at least
one or two. How many of you know,
however, that the pocket square is
said to have origins back in ancient
Egypt? As the story goes, back then,
small linen cloths were dyed with a
red powder, probably to be used as
a sign of wealth. The Ancient Greeks
carried a cloth with scented perfume in order to ensure they always
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had a pleasant aroma surrounding
them. The not-so-romantic Romans
used small pieces of cloth to start
the Gladiatorial Games, with the
Emperor dropping his handkerchief
as the ultimate signal.
Fast forwarding to 1400’s Europe,
we find the handkerchief embracing
exotic materials such as silk and the
art of embroidery that indicated the
owner’s status. Spraying with perfume

deal

is a habit that French nobles carried
on, as a remedy to the not-so-easy-tobathe conditions of the times.
When things got simpler and twopiece suits became the norm, gentlemen realized there is no need to
keep their lovely handkerchiefs in
their pockets but rather put them
on proper display, right next to
the heart. Pocket squares have die
hard fans in all corners of the earth,

claiming the square is the best ticket for the contemporary sartorialist
to the world of exquisite dressing.
All you have to do in order to become part of the square clan is just
follow some simple rules:
• Start with a plain white square of
good quality linen.
• Invest in a tipped style that matches most of your ties.
• Now that you are ready, be brave
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and get yourself a wild, patterned
square. If you feel insecure, remember two things: A very small piece
of fabric will be showing, and insecurity is not for pocket square
lovers.
• Mark our words: A silk, dotted
number is a must.
• Do not over splurge. Your squares
don’t need to be expensive, but
they do need to have personality.
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a perfect match
Turtlenecks look fantastic with blazers,
and their combinations are endless.

roll
with it
IT’S LIKE WEARING A T-SHIRT UNDER YOUR JACKET
BUT FAR MORE OFFICIAL AND PROPER. A TURTLENECK
SWEATER CAN BE THE PREFECT WINGMAN ON THOSE
EXTRA COLD DAYS.

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS taught to
us by the impeccable Steve McQueen is that you can
look very good in a rollneck sweater. In fact, you
can look amazing when you combine it with your favorite jacket. Growing older, you start to find your
way through the different interpretations of this now
classic combo, and you get to enjoy every one in its
sartorial perfection. One of my favorite winter looks
is wearing a dark gray tweed suit with a black turtleneck that enhances the sophistication of the outfit.
If you think about it, it becomes the canvas on which
you base a complete attitude! If you like bolder
choices, you can go with the same color combination
that creates a very contemporary uniformity. Mind
you, however, if you dare this look, pay the utmost
attention to the quality of the fabrics. Its is the only
thing that has the power to surface the outfit into a
cloud of perfection. We would suggest investing in a
bold red number with a slim fit that will brighten up
any outfit and could be a lifesaver on days with no
inspiration and time to get dressed. The basic rule
to follow with this kind of combination is that your
sweater needs to be much lighter and softer than
your blazer and, of course, buy monochrome pieces
that you can combine with different suits to create
new styles. NOTE: We have seen –and truly appreciated– some looks that focused on a heavier, fuller
sweater, but this is on of the rare unicorns of style
and requires major talent. We urge you to try it many
times before you finally take it for a walk.
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Blue Virgin Wool
Skull Badge Blazer by
Alexander McQueen.
Blue Cotton Checked
Shirt, Blue Cashmere
Crew Neck Jumper and
Blue Wool Checked
Trousers, All by Etro.
Black Calf Leather
Classic Lace-up Shoes
by Maison Margiela.
Total look, Available at
www.luisaworld.com.

it’s official

IF YOU ARE NOT THE BEST-DRESSED GUEST AT ANY FORMAL
GET-TOGETHER, YOU HAVE NOT BEEN FOLLOWING US.
S t yling : N atasha L ionak i , P hotogr aphy : P anos D a vios
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Cotton Shirt and Grey Round
Collar Jumper, All by Trussardi
Jeans, Available at Tru
Trussardi Boutiques.
Wool Overcoat and Cotton
Slim Fit Cord Pants, All by
Lacoste, Available at Lacoste
Boutiques.
Watch “DUCK-ISSIME” by
Swatch, The Swatch Group
Greece S.A., Available at
www.swatch.com.
Star Patch Leather Ankle
Boots by Givenchy, Available
at www.luisaworld.com.
Leather ottoman, Available
at Avax Deco.
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“Cabrini” Mini Design Jacket, Mini
Design Pants, Cotton Jacquard Crew
Neck Jumper and Cotton Floral
Print Shirt, All By Ted Baker London,
Available at Collective Stores.
Leather Wingtips by Brooks
Brothers, Available at
Brooks Brothers, 4 Stadiou Street,
Athens.
Watch “SIR DOG” by The Swatch
Group Greece S.A., Available
at www.swatch.com.
Samsonite Pro DLX 4 Large Laptop
Bailhandle, using Ballistic Nylon
With Leather Trim.
Showroom: Andrea Papandreou 29,
Marousi, Athens, Mediterranean
Cosmos shopping Centre, &
Samsonite Karolou Dil
20 Thessaloniki, www.ffgroup.com.
Colorado Club Antique Leather
Chair “Exclusive Collection” by
Ralph Lauren, Available at
Avax Deco.
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Blue and Burgundy Trofeo
Cashmere Jacket, Red
Cotton Polo, Silk Tie, Long
Formal Trousers, Double
Gusset Leather Shoulder
Bag, Leather Belt and
Leather Oxford Shoes,
All by Ermenegildo Zegna,
Available at Ermenegildo
Zegna Boutique.
Speedmaster “SKYWALKER
X-33” Solar Impulse
Limited Edition
Chronograph 45 MM
by OMEGA, Available
at OMEGA BOUTIQUE,
Voukourestiou 2, Athens.

Wool Suit Tommy Hilfiger
TH Flex Rafael Nadal
Edition. Cotton Shirt, Wool
Vest, Silk Tie, Wool Pocket
Square, Leather Bag and
Brogue Shoes, All by
Tommy Hilfiger, Available
at Tommy Hilfiger stores
and selected selling points.
Yellow Black Tortoise Shell
”Explorer” Glasses by Jim
Frames Eyewear, Available
at www.jimframes.com.
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dress right
Be

on top of the fashion game .

STYLING: SOFIA TSAKIRI, PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

Breakfast at Zonars
Separate yourself from the amateurs of style with
the most elegant of suits, the DB.

A lovely, interesting crowd fills the
city’s hot spot, creating the ideal
mix of a contemporary metropolis:
Fashion bloggers with pajama style
outfits blend opinions over a pot of
freshly brewed coffee, next to multiyear old friends —members of the
oldies society— sitting in the front
while grading passers-by and their
outfits. This is the perfect microcosmos I love to inhabit each time I decide to treat myself to the chicest
breakfast in town.
Since I love honoring my choices by
being at the top of my fashion game,

I never go to Zonars poorly dressed.
For this outing, in particular, I went for
the all-time favorite double-breasted
suit, since I am infatuated by the new
Brooks Brothers pieces and really
wanted to try one on.
• A silk tie is an absolute requirement when you are sporting a DB.
Nothing shows you mean business
more than a proper knot around
your neck.
• While we are at it, throw in a
paisley print pocket square that
clashes the tie’s motif, just for the
fun of it. No more matching acces-
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sories, please, only complementing
ones that prove your fashion IQ!
• I have told you before that one of
my favorite features of the Brooks
Brothers suits is their radical fabrics. Take, for example, this check
patterned piece that just lifts off the
seriousness of the DB, giving it an
update fresher than morning juice!
• For last, a tip that is more important than any fashionable detail:
Never be late, especially when you
are meeting someone for breakfast.
This is the most stylish attribute anyone can have!

Double Breasted Wool Suit,
Cotton Shirt, Silk Tie, Pocket
Square and Leather Brogue
Shoes, All by Brooks Brothers,
Available at Brooks Brothers,
4 Stadiou Street.
Yellow Gold on Leather Strap
Watch “The De Ville Tresor”
Master Co-Axial 40mm by
OMEGA, Available at OMEGA
BOUTIQUE, 2 Voukourestiou
street, Athens.

What’s for breakfast? The DB,
the most stylish suit there is, in its proper setting,
the elegant tearoom at Zonars!
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Wool Jacket, Cotton
Shirt, Cotton and Viscose
Trousers, All by Yiorgos
Eleftheriades, Available
at Yiorgos Eleftheriades
Space, 29 Tsakalof &
Voukourestiou Str.
Yellow Gold on Leather
Strap Watch “The De
Ville Tresor” Master
Co-Axial 40mm by
OMEGA, Available at
OMEGA BOUTIQUE, 2
Voukourestiou street,
Athens.

Trousers, 100% wool,
yarn super 110’s, weight
280 gr, VITALE BARBERIS
CANONICO fabric.
Blazer, 100% virgin wool,
yarn super 100’s, weight
325 gr,ΑANGELICO fabric.
Shirt, “Vardas Classic
twill classic fit”- 70 super
compact, with a simple cuff
that can also fit a cufflink.
Mauro Boano Suede Tassel
Loafers. Thomas Mason
“Balmoral” Pocket
Square, 100% Wool.
All Available at selected
Vardas Boutiques, Golden
Hall (Kifissias 37, Maroussi,
210 6803460), Psychico
(Mesogeion Avenue 225,
210 6794700) and Kolonaki
(24 Herodotou street &
P. Ioakim, 210 7297900)
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MADE TO MEASURE

Of course, I would not visit
my favorite barber shop
without looking my best.
So, I rely on a classic. After 77
years of specializing in men’s
business & formal wear, the
House of Vardas decided
to integrate a Made To
Measure choice.

GROOM
WITH A
VIEW

TODAY I DRESS IN MADE
TO MEASURE AND HEAD FOR A
UNIQUE GROOMING SESSION.
CUSTOM-MADE IS THE FUTURE!
S t yling : H arris D a vl as , P hotogr aphy : P anos D a vios
DON BARBER AND GROOM, 23 AMERIKIS STR, KOLONAKI
Tel: +30 210 3617507, www.don-barber.gr
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Pickpocket

Use your pocket square
to make a bold statement.

From left to right: Geo. F. Trumper’s shaving soap and skin food. Elemis daily moisture boost, Murdock beard oil and
beard moisturizer, Avere La Barba beard brush.

When Giannis Sakellarakis visualized the creation
of DON Barber & Groom, it was as if our minds met!
His passion and love for men’s care and the evolution
of men’s beauty helped him conclude to the precise
principles and the philosophy that he wished could be
served at DON Barber & Groom. So, in the summer
of 2012, DON Barber & Groom opened in the center
of Athens. The first time I stepped in, I could feel the
glamour of old Athens brought to the present time and
I knew I was visiting a place where grooming was taken seriously. I was hooked! Since then, I am, as they
say, a regular. My personal ritual is to have a haircut,
a shave with a slitter, and to enjoy a nice manicure.
Whenever I have more time on my hands, or just want
to pamper myself, I indulge in a specialized facial
treatment or enjoy a hot stone massage.
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DON TIPS
I asked Giannis to give us some words of grooming wisdom and here is what he said:
• “Prepare your skin for the winter cold by using a proper
moisturizing cream that will keep it hydrated and smooth.
I would definitely go for one of the Elemis products!”
• “What are the latest trends? Medium length hair, in
classic haircuts, and trimmed beards. A light hair product
with a matte finish and a hydrating beard conditioning
are necessary.”
• “My three basic rules for being impeccable from topto-toe: 1.Freshly washed and properly cut hair. 2. Facial
hair groomed according to what matches your face’s features. 3. Clean nails and conditioned hands.”
• “Winter grooming calls for longer hair than the summer, in order to offer harmony to your total look.”

Shoe thing

Loafers are here
to stay, baby.

You name it

Because, after all, God is
in the details.
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SWATCH STORES: ΑΘΗΝΑ: ΠΛΑΚΑ, 210 3310548 | ΣΥΝΤΑΓΜΑ, 210 3313833 | ΚΟΛΩΝΑΚΙ, 210 7239708 | ΟΜΟΝΟΙΑ, 210 3213328
ΜΑΡΟΥΣΙ: THE MALL, 210 6197472 | ΓΛΥΦΑΔΑ, 210 8983045 | ΠΕΡΙΣΤΕΡΙ, 210 5789720 | ΘΕΣΣΑΛΟΝΙΚΗ: 2310 284988
ΜΥΚΟΝΟΣ: 22890 28598 | SWATCH KIOSKS: ΕΛ.ΒΕΝΙΖΕΛΟΣ, ALL USERS AREA, 210 3530302 & INTRA SHENGEN AREA, 210 3532606

grooming
Pamper yourself with the best products.

8 beauty essentials
every man should own

Lierac
Homme,
ApresRasage
AntiIrritations

Penhaligon’s,
Bayolea After
Shave Splash

Apivita,
Men’s
care
Gentle
Shaving
Cream

PERSONAL GROOMING
IS ABOUT PRESENTING
YOURSELF IN THE BEST
POSSIBLE WAY
Dior
Homme,
Deodorant

Shiseido Men, Total Revitalizer

Hommer,
Beard
Leave-in
Conditioner
with Hemp
Oil

Clinique
For Men,
AntiFatigue
Eye Gel

Kiehl’s
Facial Fuel
No-Shine
Moisturizing
Lip Balm

The time when male grooming consisted of a quick shave and a few drops of lotion is now, thank God, a
thing of the past. Today, the triplet “radiant complexion/relaxed look/perfect hair” is not only considered
necessary but has also become a reality thanks to sur mesure compositions, suitable exclusively for the
needs of men’s skin.
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Limited Edition
Wool Coat,
Double Breasted
Knit Cardigan,
Braided Buckle
Shoes, Wool/
Cotton Polka Dot
Tie, Slim Fit-Micro
Pattern Print
Shirt & Slim Fit
Printed Chinos,
All by Massimo
Dutti, Available at
selected Massimo
Dutti stores.
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bottoms up
D rink ing

in st yle with the season ’ s best elixir .

Diplomatico
Perfect Cocktails

the extrovert
STYLING: HARRIS DAVLAS, PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

CASUAL BUT COOL, IT ONLY TAKES A SIMPLE TWIST TO INCARNATE
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

Accepting an invitation to try the new, uplifting cocktail by Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva, the Venezuelan
Sour, I was momentarily baffled: what should I wear
to this semi – official occasion, where I want to relax
and enjoy the great company of a warm group of
friends, but still settle for nothing less than my high
sartorial standards?
My choices were carefully made:
• When you know you look good in a specific color, why not
go all the way and make a total look out of it? It will make
you feel secure and comfortable. Mine is, as you know,
dark blue. So I let it rule my whole outfit, saving gray for the
piece de resistance, my overcoat.
• Speaking of overcoats, remember this: They have the limitless power to follow their own devices. Your coat doesn’t
have to match your outfit, it can be a totally different color,
style and fabric, creating an interesting and, why not, surprising layering effect.
• Let’s take a moment to salute the last days of sock-free
dressing. These buckle shoes are ideal for bare appearances,
as they cover up the foot right under the ankle, creating a
sexy, suave effect.
• My favorite piece in this outfit is non other than the double – breasted cardigan. This is a must – have for any wardrobe. Chose one in a neutral color that can be combined
with many of your clothes and a straight line, in cashmere

THE DRINK-VENEZUELAN SOUR
Ingredients
50 ml Diplomatico
Reserva Exclusiva
2,5 ml Monin Tonga
20 ml Monin Orgeat
25 ml fresh lemon juice
30 ml eggwhite

After we mix all
the ingredients in
a shaker, we double
– strain in a cocktail
glass and we garnish
with maraschino
cherries.

or wool. When you combine it with a tie, as we did here,
it can give off the impression you are wearing a proper
dress jacket. This doppelganger will become a style – saver
when you are indoors and it is too hot to keep wearing your
jacket. Plus it makes you look very at ease with your style…
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second act
OLD SCHOOL AND BORDERLINE CLASSIC, THIS LOOK
DANCES ON THE FUNKY EDGE OF HIPSTERDOME. MATCH IT WITH
AN EQUALLY INTERESTING DRINK FOR MAXIMUM APPEAL!
It’s all here: The bow tie, the jacket, the lace ups. So,
why isn’t this look preppy-proper? What makes it so
easy going and relaxed, ideal for a Wednesday night
out about town, right after work?
TAKE IT TO THE MAX
• Instead of looking like a big square dominating the
upper part of your body, the blazer is a perfect fit on
the torso and its narrow shoulders make it look much
more casual, as they let the hands move around freely
to order one more drink.
• The bow tie by itself could mean serious business. But this
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baby has the support of a knitted belt, the instant classic
that managed to get you through all last year and is now
dancing its way into the new season, to lighten things up.
• The color combo: Gray with baby blue, brown and
a funky dark blue check pattern. You wouldn’t have
guessed they all look so great together, am I right? But
seeing them here makes all the sense in the world. So,
never be afraid of combinations until you try them. Practice, practice, practice…
• The shoes look proper but they are soft and comfortable, not stiff and uptight. And if you are not sure about
their intentions yet, just check out the white stitching!

STYLING: HARRIS DAVLAS, PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

bottoms up

Wool Check
Blazer, Cotton
shirt, Wool
Check Trousers,
Knitted Belt
and Bow Tie,
All by Hackett
London,
Available at
Shop & Trade.
Brown Leather
Brogues by
Antony Morato,
Available at
Shop & Trade.

THE DRINK
It has been our obsession since the beginning of fall.
What’s best for relaxing after the office than a cool
aperitivo? Italians know how to do it the right way but
Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva takes it to a new, mature
state of mind.

APERITIVO EXCLUSIVA
20 ml Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva
20 ml Campari
100 ml Fentimans Tonic Water
Pour over ice and slices of orange
peel and enjoy!
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Blue Blazer, Suit Pants
& Derby Shoes with
Brogue Details by Antony
Morato, Available
at Shop & Trade.
Check Soft Shirt By
Pepe Jeans, Available
at Shop & Trade.
Watch “SYSTEM FLY” by
Swatch, The Swatch Group
Greece S.A., Available
at www.swatch.com.
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Old Dog…or just the
neighborhood dog, one of
my favorite family bars.
Sardeon 6, Nea Filadhélfia
TEL: 21 6700 2652

new tricks
STYLING: HARRIS DAVLAS, PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

I WENT TO OLD DOG BAR FOR A SPECIAL DIPLOMATICO RESERVA COCKTAIL AND,
AS I DISCOVERED, YOU CAN TEACH AN OLD BOY NEW TRICKS!
Growing up, a man has but one option. Evolve or grow
old. Thank God for my constant wonder in all things
new, that has kept me on my toes, eager to discover
what is hot, trending, and how it all blends in with my
classic favorites.
Take, for instance, my affinity for double-breasted blazers.
Until a week ago, I wouldn’t have thought of simultaneously
playing around with checks, since I felt the blazer was busy
as it was. But a simple outing for cocktails made me think
otherwise. Paired with a great tie in the same, soft color,
the result it brings forth is super modern and elegant. And,
while I was at it with breaking my rules, why not sport a pair
of derby shows with brogue details? Too much, you would
think? No. Just right. Here they are, have a look yourself. Of
course I went beyond my limits with the white sole but they
really surprised me with how well adjusted they were with
the outfit. What about the pocket square? Can’t a man have
his obsessions?

THE DRINK – HONEY BEES
50 ml Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva
3 raspberries
20 ml lemon juice
2 spoonfuls of honey
Muddle all the ingredients together
and shake. Enjoy!
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creative envy
In his icons we trust.

Terry
Tsiolis
HIS WORLD IS UNEXPECTED. THE CURVES OF LIGHT ON THE BODIES, THEIR MOVEMENT
IN THE STILLNESS OF THE FRAME, THE PARTICULAR MOMENT HE CAPTURES THEIR
EXISTENCE, ARE UNIQUE IN EVERY WAY. IN ICONS WE TRUST PROUDLY HOSTS ONE
OF THE EXTRAORDINARY TALENTS OF OUR TIME, THE GREEK ROOTED AND WORLD
RENOWNED, TERRY TSIOLIS.

Who’s work inspires you?
Penn, Avedon, Mapplethorpe, Meisel, Cecil Beaton.
Who is your favorite subject?
Models/Actors/My family/People I see on the street/
friends/I love anyone who is an outcast.
Which designer’s clothes are the best to photograph?
Versace.
And whose are the most difficult to capture on camera?
None, really. There is always a way to make the clothes
work. It’s my job to make it happen.
They say nudes are the hardest. Do you agree?
No. They are the most intimate. But once the subject lets go
they don’t notice they are naked and they give the most.
You love black and white. Why is it stronger?
It just is. For me the most magic happens in black and white.
Has anyone in the business made you feel
intimidated?
No. Not really. I have always worked with really great
and supportive teams.

What is the worst criticism you have encountered and
by whom?
I’m my own worst critic. So me.
When you were first starting out and you got your
first jobs for big titles such as Vogue did you feel like
a fraud or were you fearless?
I was nervous. It happened pretty quickly. I always knew
what picture I wanted to take and what I wanted to say.
I was lucky that everyone I worked with supported the
work. So it made it easy for me. There is always a little
drama but nothing I couldn’t handle.
What raised you creatively?
Art, Music, Fashion, anything and everything.
Where do you find inspiration today?
On the street. NYC is very inspiring. London also. I love
Instagram. YouTube. Social Media is fascinating.
How do you manage to keep your outlook fresh?
Luckily fashion is constantly changing. There is always
new inspiration from designers, models, hair and makeup. I love change and I love to try new things out. I get
bored easy. I’m always ready for a challenge.
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creative envy

“I HAVE BEEN STAR STRUCK A FEW TIMES. RIHANNA IS INCREDIBLE,
I COULD SHOOT HER ALL DAY EVERYDAY. KIERA KNIGHTLY BLEW
ME AWAY, SHE IS SO INTELLIGENT AND GRACEFUL.”
What talent do you envy?
Writing. A great writer is intimidating to me. Someone
who could affect you with words is a powerful thing.

You seem to press the click at your own pace…what
do you wait for, before you do it?
I don’t hesitate.

Tell us a bit about your Greek heritage and how it
has marked you and the way you work and see the
world.
I love being Greek. We have such an amazing culture
and history. Of course, my parents taught me everything
I know. But what’s not to love? I was born and raised
in Montreal, an amazing multi-cultural city. My parents
made sure we were fluent in Greek and the Greek culture. But it was never forced on us. Both my parents were
very open. They always pushed me to try new things. So it
helped me appreciate being Greek without being forced
to. I do love all the mythological tales. Those myths are
probably what still inspires me most. Somewhere a part
of me really believes they are all true.

Have you ever been star struck with any of your subjects? Tell us about it – and how you got over it…
A few times. Rihanna is incredible. I could shoot her
all day everyday. I shot her in her hometown of Barbados. We kept shooting and shooting through the night.
I kept asking her if she would keep going and she
kept saying, “Yes lets go!” So we didn’t stop until we
both felt that we got everything we needed. She has
amazing instinct. Kiera Knightly blew me away. She
is so intelligent and graceful. She understood what I
wanted. She stepped on set and just gave and gave.
I love those big brown eyes. If I get star struck I keep
it together. Well, I try to. If it does happen I just sit
behind the camera and I’m good.

www.terrytsiolis.com
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escapes
Travel to the destination that leads you to yourself.

fall in
(love with)
new york
I HAVE BEEN TO NEW YORK MANY MORE TIMES THAN I CAN COUNT. SOMETIMES I FEEL
IT IS MY HOME AWAY FROM HOME, OTHER TIMES I REALIZE I HAVE NOT EVEN SEEN
THE HALF OF IT YET. THIS HAPPENED TO ME WHEN I LET MYSELF IN THE TRUSTING AND
EXPERIENCED HANDS OF THE PEOPLE AT UNIQUE DESTINATIONS-KYVERNITIS TRAVEL.
WHAT DID THEY DO? WELL, EVERYTHING. AND SO MUCH MORE…

They booked my ticket, gave me the best recommendations
on where to go, from restaurants to exhibitions, they arranged everything regarding my transfer in, out and around
the city and booked my hotel room, offering me all the benefits one enjoys when leaning on their magic hands.
A big part of the journey, that this time was totally different
in every way, was my flight with Turkish Airlines. Their business class is amazing, with great leg room to stretch and a

fixed ottoman to rest your legs on. If you want to sleep, your
seat easily transforms into a fully flat bed. The lavatories on
board resemble an upscale hotel, and meal service is just
delicious. Adding to the onboard experience, the Turkish
Airlines Arrivals Lounge is a two hundred and fifty square
meter facility with 35 seats, 6 showers, an ironing service, a
library, newspapers and magazines, complimentary Wi-Fi,
snacks, and a full hot or cold breakfast.
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escapes

What I did, where I went, how it was!

Baccarat Hotel
& Residences

hotels
• $100.00 USD hotel incidentals
credit once during stay

Baccarat Hotel &
Residences New York

Baccarat Hotel
& Residences

The benefits when u book
with Unique destinations
include:
• Upgrade at the time of
check-in (based on
availability)
• VIP amenities: fruit basket
and mineral water in
the room upon arrival
• $30 US Breakfast credit per
person/per day
• $100 Food and Beverage
credit to be enjoyed in
Chevalier

Park Hyatt New York
The benefits when u book with
Unique destinations include:
• Free WIFI Access
• Complimentary full
American breakfast for 2
people daily

The Surrey
The benefits when u book
with Unique destinations include:
• 10% off Flexible Rate
• One category upgrade
(Deluxe Salon to Grand Deluxe
Salon) guaranteed at time
of booking
• 3:00 p.m. late check-out
guaranteed
• Continental breakfast daily
for up to two in–room guests in
Café Boulud or In-Room Dining
• Welcome note on behalf
of the Traveller Made®
Member Agency
• Two (2) passes to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
• $100 USD hotel credit to be
utilized toward Michelin-starred
Café Boulud, Bar Pleiades,
seasonal Private Roof Garden,
or Cornelia Spa during stay.

The Surrey
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The Surrey

The Dirty French

restaurants
Cherche Midi, Bowery
French classics and seasonal
Mediterranean-inspired cuisine
from James Beard Awardwinning restaurateur Keith
McNally, Michelin Guide 2016
Recommended. Really yummy
and comforting food!

Santina

A gorgeous space reflecting
the iconic house’s all American
style, with great food and a
perfect ambience.

Ludlow Hotel in Manhattan’s
storied Lower East Side,
takes its culinary cues from
the timeless dishes and
preparations of the classic
French bistro and enlivens them
utilizing modern techniques and
bold flavors.

Santina

Del Friscos

The Polo Bar, A Ralph
Lauren Restaurant

A coastal Italian restaurant,
situated where some of
the first farmers markets
once stood, reflecting the
neighborhood’s history with a
delicious, healthy menu. Want
more? Renzo Piano designed
it and it is awesome.

Charlie Bird in Soho

An energetic, luxurious threestory restaurant, located
in the heart of Midtown
Manhattan, featuring floorto-ceiling windows with
breathtaking views of
Sixth Avenue and nearby
Rockefeller Center. Visit it for
an unforgettable New York
steakhouse experience!

Modern Italian plates
that won over the industry
people with a killer wine
selection. Packed every night
of the week, you need to
know someone who knows
someone in order to get in,
but it is definitely worth it!

Cherche Midi, Bowery

The dirty French @
Ludlow hotel
Created by Major Food
Group’s Mario Carbone, Rich
Torrisi and Jeff Zalaznick,
the restaurant, located in the
Charlie Bird in Soho
Del Friscos
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shops
Barneys NYC midtown
Nine floors of wearable
heaven, from hundreds
of top designers, like Chloé
and Christian Louboutin,
and even eco-friendly brands
like Loomstate and Stella
McCartney Organic—as
well as cosmetics, jewelry,
stationery and more.

Aedes Perfumery
An exquisite perfume shop
with all the latest and all the
rarest olfactory delights.
Not to miss.

SuitSupply
The American flagship of this
Netherlands-based company
provides off-the-rack suits in
three different lines — the
lowest-priced blue line,
the midrange purple line,
and the high-end “Suit Up”
red line. Don’t miss the
meticulously curated walls of
colorful ties and cotton shirts
by the exit!

Antony Todd
A carefully edited lifestyle
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collection sold exclusively
at the owner’s New York
and Istanbul stores:
Organized into furnished
vignettes, the store defines
the aesthetic premise for the
Antony Todd lifestyle brand:
an affinity for classic forms,
whether antique or modern,
and large blocks of color,
so that the finished result
appears timeless.

Saturdays NYC
From artwork to knives,
from skateboards to
coffee, this is the place for
everything the modern man
needs. I got hooked…

FEEL UNIQUE
Unique destinations by Kyvernitis Travel
crafts and creates tailor-made experiences around the world, providing exclusive
access to the globe’s finest hotels, ski chalets, summer villas and retreats. Their aim
is to create something completely unique
for their client, carefully selecting the
world’s best hotels and going beyond the
imagination with unique experiences recommended by their team of highly qualified travel designers.
Whether it’s finding the coolest safari
lodge in Africa, the most lavish resort in
the Maldives, or the most hip restaurant
in Miami, they got it, because they just
know how to make extraordinary journeys
possible.So experience the wonder of an
exceptional itinerary crafted just for you.
Your tailor-made passport to the world.
Address: 139 Vouliagmenis Avenue Glyfada, 16674 Athens Greece, Phone number:
2109001191, www.kyvernitis.gr
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iconic item
A

man and his treasure .

Philippos Theodorides
and his grandfather’s OMEGA watch

In what state do we find you, creatively? I am currently
working on a project with a big company in Greece designing
their calendar for 2017 and I am also designing the window
for a jewelry shop in Kolonaki. As soon as I finish, I have to
start preparing for another solo exhibition in April 2017.

Cheapest item in your closet? Round–neck plain t-shirts.
What is this watch to you? My mother gave this watch to me
after my grandfather died. I think he would have liked me
to have it. I was very close to my grandfather. He was very
stylish, always wearing well-tailored suits, driving a yellow
BMW 2002 and he would always wear this Omega watch,
which I think he bought in the late 60s. I think I was very
inspired by the way he dressed.
How do you like to wear it? I usually wear it both with casual
or formal outfits.
What do you think will be its future? Oh I guess if I ever
have a son or a daughter, I will pass it on!

Biggest splurge? My Vespa.
Best fashion investment? My brown, handmade Raparo
shoes and a Dept. B limited edition Barbour jacket.
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www.philippostheodorides.com

PHOTOGRAPHY: PANOS DAVIOS

Cyprus – born and art fed, Philippos studied Art for the
Community at the University of Surrey, Roehampton in
London from 1999-2002, before going on to study painting at
the School of fine arts in Athens from 2003-2008. He is one
of the most distinctive young talents of his generation and
IIWT is a big fan of his work. He chose to share with us his
beloved watch.

Shop & Trade S.A.
+ 30 210 340 8400
www.shopandtrade.gr

